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AGENT HEADSHOT

2333 S. Milton Ave
Overland, 63114

Circa 1940:                      All brick bungalow sits on extra deep lot on quiet street. Large shade 
tree in front + Japanese maple provides a welcoming feel. Inside you will notice 
the hardwood floors in the bright living room. The kitchen has checkered flooring 
and vintage black and white tile work for classic appeal. Stainless gas range + 
built-in microwave. There is a pass-through to the large sunroom that can be 
used as family room/rec room. Deck off this room overlooks an expansive 
backyard that has plenty of room for gardening or play + there is a patio under a 
large shade tree. The two bedrooms have hardwood floors, ceiling fans, and 
original closet doors. The full bathroom is fresh white. Finished spaces in 
walk-out lower level are carpeted and include some built-in shelving. All kinds of 
options for this extra living space - family room, office, hobby area, game room, 
storage. Laundry hookups. Tidy and cute home, move-in ready. Close to 
shopping and 170 for easy commute.
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Special Features

Specs
BEDROOMS BATHROOMS

SQUARE FOOTAGE YEAR BUILT

ESTIMATED TAXES PARKING

LOT SIZE STORIES

FLOORPLAN
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Floorplan Disclaimer: All measurements are approximate and not 
guaranteed to be exact or to scale. Buyer should confirm 
measurements using their own sources prior to purchasing or writing 
an offer. Not for use with appraisal or assessment.

VISIT 2333SMILTON.COM FOR VIRTUAL TOUR AND MORE INFORMATION
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P Deep fenced backyard offers plenty of
room for gardening or play.
P Large sunroom overlooks the expansive

yard.
P Quiet street, yet close to shopping,

elementary school, and 170 for easy
commuting.
P Finished spaces in lower level provide a

lot of flexibility.
P Bright and neutral bathroom awaits your

personal touches.
P Pretty curb appeal with mature trees.
P Enjoy shaded patio in backyard - great for

s'mores and catching fireflies.
P Long driveway and pad in rear of home

provides plenty of parking.


